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Session 1: Promoting Decent Work

- What is the **key priority** of your government when it comes to promoting decent work for migrants?

- What **indicators** would you like to see measuring progress towards this target?

- Please share about your government’s **initiatives** to –
  - upgrade the **labour standards** for migrants
  - improve **employment, wages and working conditions** of migrants.
Session 2: Facilitating Well-managed Migration

- **What is the key priority** of your government when it comes to facilitating well-managed migration?

- **What indicators** would you like to see measuring progress towards this target?

- Please share about your government’s **initiatives** to –
  - facilitate **legal channels** of migration
  - reduce **recruitment costs**
  - facilitate access to, and portability of **social security coverage**
  - promote **recognition** of skills and qualifications
Special Session: 
Questions for Mr. Ratha

- What will be the **three indicators** that you would like to propose for including in the Post-2015 Development Agenda?

- What **meetings/workshops is the GMG planning** where the Post-2015 indicators and data issues related to migration would be discussed? Will these events be open to GFMD delegates?

- **Reducing remittance costs** is one of the goals/indicators that is being proposed in the OWG paper, in the element paper of the preparatory meetings for the Financing for Development Conference and in the G-20. What is your view on what the GFMD governments would need to do to achieve the proposed targets?

- How do you envisage the **contributions of the GMG, the GFMD to the G-20 process** since Turkey is the Chair? It would be important that we use these fora to move the migration and development agenda forward.
Special Session: Questions for Mr. Hovy

- How can countries work with the GMG in developing the indicators and clarifying the definitions?
- How should countries go about their statistical development strategies?
- Since migration will be a new set of indicators, could you discuss the cost implications, data quality and element of continuity for the countries?
- How can countries tap available resources if they need to strengthen their statistical capacity in data-collection?